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YVM).avi Q: What is the meaning of D-tag in DBPedia? D-
tag stands for Data-driven Entity. I found it in various classes
of DBpedia and I want to know if it has something particular
meaning or it is a book tag for some other reason. Ex: About
DBpedia D-tag:AboutDBpedia A: From Wikipedia: Unlike
many tagging systems, the D-tag is both ancillary (i.e. not

used to retrieve entities) and potentially has some structural
meaning. This is because it is computed from the properties
of the respective entity type in question. It's a tag used for

when you do querying on the dbpedia base, so you could say
D-tag would be the equivalent of the SPARQL verb SELECT
but without the use of a triple pattern, which is why you get

better results if you use a query like: SELECT
DISTINCT?entityTitle?label WHERE { ?entity wdt:P515

wd:Q29215. ?entity wdt:P519 ?label. } i.e. that has a
statement with a predicate which has a subject, a category

and a list of properties to retrieve from the subject. If you ran
the query without the D-tag, that would be like looking for

people named sarah with a label and then having a statement,
and so you'd get more matches like david sarah. You can also
use the D-tag in SPARQL DESCRIBE statements. A D-tag
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would most likely relate to a class rather than a type, and so
more likely to relate to a kind or category. Cyril Truman

Cyril Truman (2 September 1923 – 5 November 2008) was
an English football goalkeeper. During his playing career,
Truman was mainly associated with Cambridge United,

making 30 appearances in the Third Division South between
the 1945–46 and 1949–50 seasons. He then transferred to

Luton
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